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This research aimed to know and describe: (1) sound style; (2) word style; (3) 
language style; (4) the imagery; and (5) the relevancy of folkore that is contained in the 
lyrics of Javanese songs with theme folklore singer Waljinah as a teaching material of 
Javanese language in SHS. 
This research was in the form qualitative description by using document analysis 
method. The source of the data in this research was a document that was the lyric of 
Javanese song themed folklore singer Waljinah and the informants that were consisted of: 
Javanese teachers, grade XI students, and literary experts. The subject technique in this 
research used purposive sampling. Data collection techniques that were used were document 
analysis and interview. Related to the data validity test using triangulation theory and 
triangulation of data sources. Data analysis techniques in this research used interactive 
analysis model consist of four components, namely: data collection, data reduction, data 
presentation, and conclusion. 
Based on the results of the research in the lyrics of Javanese songs themed folklore 
singer Waljinah, it can be concluded: (1) the sound styles that were contained in the 
Javanese song lyrics were purwakanthi guru swara (assonance), purwakanthi guru sastra 
(alliteration), purwakanthi lumaksita, and perfect rhyme; (2) the word styles that were used 
in the Javanese song lyrics were a connotative word, a concrete word, an mix code, a 
pronoun (typical) or greeting, tembung kawi, tembung garba, tembung plutan, and tembung 
saroja; (3) the language styles that were contained in the Javanese song lyrics are simile, 
metaphor, personification, repetition, and anaphora; (4) the imageries that were contained in 
the Javanese song lyrics were visual imagery, auditory imagery, and motion imagery. This 
analysis can be utilized as a teaching material of Javanese language in SHS class XI 
semester II. 
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